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ACT 35 Years! 
That’s what we celebrated in 2017 as an organisation, together with former general directors, former staff, 
partners and supporters of ACT. We welcomed almost 100 international guests and honoured more than 
40 locals, representing different associations ACT partners with both currently and in years past. God is 
faithful hearing the stories of the 35-year work in Tunisia! 

It was a privilege meeting many of you who have contributed over all these years to see were ACT is today. 
Check the pictures in the middle of this report in case you missed this great event; or if you want to re-live 
some of the Celebration 2017!

The Celebration in 2017 also marked the completion of the transition of ACT becoming an International 
NGO continuing to work in partnership with International Partners (formerly Member Bodies). The board 
completed a process of two years in which a lot of work has been done preparing ACT for a new era: 
revising the constitution, re-activating our Swedish registration, opening bank accounts, looking for new 
board members, supporting the ACT-UK Support Office and inviting new members are just a few of the 
important jobs that have been done! Chapeau, or as they would say in Tunisia; Mabrouk! 

ACT-Sweden started in 2017 to operate as ACT’s Head Office with a separate budget, administration and a 
place for the board and members to meet. It’s great to be back on the soil were ACT started and to see an 
increasing group of Swedes getting involved with ACT again. Back to our roots! ACT-Tunisia continued in 
2017 to be the main Country Office building on the ‘foundations’ laid in 2016. We re-started the Sfax team, 
new staff arrived, a five-year agreement was signed with the Ministry of Social Affairs and new project 
work was launched for Mothers without Family Support. These are just a few examples of how the 
‘construction’ of ACT happened in 2017, along with all the ongoing work in our projects which you 
can read about in this Annual Report 2017. Enjoy the stories; I hope they inspire you to continue 
to support our work. 

ACT-UK was established in 2017 as the first Support Office with the aim of promoting 
and profiling ACT in the UK. We are very thankful for the trustees in the UK, who 
are building a network of ACT friends. They are also raising funds through 
different events such as concerts and sponsored walks. 
Thank you, UK! 

All these different entities of ACT in Sweden, Tunisia and 
the UK make up ACT International and are all vital parts 
of a body passionate about serving and seeing the lives of 
people transformed. With 35 years of history, hundreds 
of people supported over these years and thousands 
of prayers said by many of you, we feel blessed and 
thankful! Let’s keep up the good work together!

May God bless you all!

Adriaan Jagersma,
International Director ACT

Foreword

ACT Head Office (Sweden) 
ACT Support Office (UK) 

ACT Country Office (Tunisia)
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1.1 ACT International
ACT is a Swedish based INGO with an operating Head Office, Country Office and Support Office which all 
together form ACT International. 

ACT Head Office - Sweden
As an International NGO we hold our international registration in Sweden, Örebro, and have done since 
1987 (organisation number 875001-4840). We have around 30 members who meet once a year in Sweden 
for the Annual General Meeting (AGM) who elect the board which governs ACT. The ACT Board is made up 
of 7 members and meets 2 times a year. Their task is to establish the direction and vision of ACT, and to 
monitor its progress in achieving its mission.

ACT Country Office – Tunisia
ACT has 35 years of experience of work in Tunisia with offices in Tunis, Sfax, El Kef 
and Gabes. It’s officially registered with the Tunisian Government (visa 27, Ministry 
of the Interior, 15/1/88) and operating under a few agreements with the Tunisian 
Government. In 2017 ACT renewed the agreement with the Ministry of Social Affairs 
for the next five years (see picture). A detailed report of ACT activities in Tunisia is 
found in this Annual Report and at www.actdev.org 

ACT Support Office – UK
A 2017 goal of seeking to promote and profile ACT in different countries has come to fruition this year as 
we have seen the registering of an ACT Support Office in the United Kingdom. It is independent from ACT’s 
legal structure but closely linked to help ACT to fulfil its vision. 

ACT (UK) is a new charity which has been established having successfully completed the process of 
registering in 2017 with the Charity Commission as a Charitable Incorporated Organization (CIO).  
The activities of the UK charity will include:
• To provide broad education about development needs in North Africa, including profiling and promoting 
ACT. 
• To raise and channel funds to ACT through sponsored and fundraising events, mailings, internet 
promotion and speaking at meetings.
• To support the recruiting and channelling of personnel to ACT. 
• To communicate with UK charities interested in or engaged in work in North Africa in order to strengthen 
their work. 

1.   Profile of ACT
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1.5 ACT 2020
In 2020 we as ACT want to be Transformational in what we do (our Activities), Professional in how we do it 
(our Central Organisation) and Intentional about who is doing it and why (our Teams). To reach this goal we 
have developed a Strategic Plan for 2016-2020 (called ACT 2020). We believe it will give ACT direction for 
the years ahead and inspire people to join ACT. 

Construction in 2017

Overall, it can be said that the ‘ACT construction’ was built and strengthened in 2017 with:

• the transition into an INGO
• completed Transformational Development conversations
• 4 healthy sized teams
• trained staff in Monitoring & Evaluation and project training
• a complete directors’ team
• new financial structures and a (new) network of (likeminded) partners

In keeping with the building metaphor, the priorities for 2018 focus on installing the ‘tools and practises’ 
that we need as a healthy development organisation. Capturing stories of Transformational Development, 
effective management structures, healthy work life-balance, good member-care, clear profiling and 
communication are just a few ‘tools’ that are prioritized for 2018 and need to be ‘installed’.
With other words, in 2018 we want to move ‘from Construction to Installation’.

1.2 Vision - Mission

ACT is a Christian development organisation that works to bring about transformation in the lives of people 
in Tunisia who are marginalised, vulnerable or disadvantaged, in the groups that work with them, and in 
the society in which they live, at reasonable cost.

1.3 ACT Approach

ACT believes in a transformational approach to development and aims for a process of positive change 
in values, attitudes, and relationships. We hope to see people, communities, and societies move towards 
fullness of life with dignity, justice, peace, and hope, reflected in the social, physical, and spiritual aspects 
of life.

1.4  ACT Values

Service
We believe that in selfless service we go a little 
further, endure a little longer and look a little closer 
at the people we serve. We do not seek recognition, 
but rather a commitment to put the welfare of others 
first. 

Affirmation
We believe that people, who have a disability, are 
financially disadvantaged, in prison or marginalised 
by society, need to be affirmed. We value their 
knowledge, experience and contributions. This 
motivates, activates, builds self-confidence and 
empowers them to transform their lives.  

Participation
We believe that participation in decision making, 
goal setting and planning, will increase peoples 
ownership and commitment. We therefore make the 
decisions as close as possible to the people who are 
directly involved. 

Integrity
We believe that integrity is lived out by doing 
what is right, both legally and morally. We want to 
build trust in our relationships by following moral 
principles, being wholehearted and honouring our 
commitments. 
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1.5 ACT 2020
In 2020 we as ACT want to be Transformational in what we do (our Activities), Professional in how we do it 
(our Central Organisation) and Intentional about who is doing it and why (our Teams). To reach this goal we 
have developed a Strategic Plan for 2016-2020 (called ACT 2020). We believe it will give ACT direction for 
the years ahead and inspire people to join ACT. 

Construction in 2017

Overall, it can be said that the ‘ACT construction’ was built and strengthened in 2017 with:

• the transition into an INGO
• completed Transformational Development conversations
• 4 healthy sized teams
• trained staff in Monitoring & Evaluation and project training
• a complete directors’ team
• new financial structures and a (new) network of (likeminded) partners

In keeping with the building metaphor, the priorities for 2018 focus on installing the ‘tools and practises’ 
that we need as a healthy development organisation. Capturing stories of Transformational Development, 
effective management structures, healthy work life-balance, good member-care, clear profiling and 
communication are just a few ‘tools’ that are prioritized for 2018 and need to be ‘installed’.
With other words, in 2018 we want to move ‘from Construction to Installation’.

Installation in 2018

In 2018, we plan to install sustainability, through strengthening local 
partnerships and improving capacity amongst staff.

In 2018, we plan to install and promote story-telling, capturing the voices of 
those who are experiencing this transformational development first hand.

In 2018, we plan to install further Monitoring and Evaluation training and 
practises, to ensure expertise, relevance and effectiveness in all we do.
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2.1 Rural Development
2017 marked a year of preparation and laying the foundations in the rural development sector. One 
innovative farmer was supported through a small-scale project. This farmer, who is passionate about 
sustainable development and willing to be involved in fighting desertification, successfully planted 
500 Moringa trees in 2016 and planted an additional 4500 trees in 2017. Since it would not have been 
possible for him to irrigate his trees as he did before, by hand with a pipe, ACT provided part of his new drip 
irrigation system. 

The extensive needs assessment to determine the focus of a new community development project in the 
South continued in 2017. Meetings were held with villagers, local rural development representatives 
and other actors. A partnership agreement was signed with the Regional Agricultural administration. In 
addition, a participatory appraisal was conducted in a potential target village. The assessment enabled 
ACT staff to assess and design a project together with locals and build good networks and relationships. A 
solid foundation for cooperation in the years to come.

Below, participatory appraisal in a village, with both participants and partner administrator

2.   Project Activities
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Beneficiaries: A village of 37 rural families, called Ouled Souissi, in the Delegation of Menzel Habib 
(Governorate Gabés, Tunisia).

Project Results: Community Development Project Menzel Habib
The year 2017 was a year of exploration, diagnostic, building relationships with the 
stakeholders, and design of a new Rural Development Project. 

Based on data observation, the Delegation of Menzel Habib was selected. Then, following 
fields trips and explorations, the village of Ouled Souissi was chosen. 

Several diagnostic sessions were held with the population (one with the men, three with 
the women, and two for determining the training needs of the men and of the women).

The relationship with the main partner of the Project (CRDA Gabés, the Agricultural 
Regional Administration) was strengthened through numerous meetings with various 
leaders and agents. The same is true with the local agricultural administration (CTV 
Menzel Habib, the branch of the CRDA in Menzel Habib). 

Other potential partners were also consulted, like the CFPA Zerkine (Center for 
Agricultural Professional Training), the IRA Medenine (Institut for Arid Regions), ODS 
(Office for the Development of the South), the local Health Center, etc.

Partnerships were signed with CRDA and with CFPA (the later one is in the process of 
being signed).

The community development project will last 2 years (01/03/2018-28/02/2020). 
In addition to the design of this community project, two individual farmers were also 
selected to receive special attention. These are two innovative farmers, who started their 
farm within the last 2 years, and who are trying and testing new productions that could be 
a help for the arid south.

One of them is a Moringa producer of Menzel Habib. He received a punctual subsidy of 
600€ for irrigation material.

The other one produces various crops and will receive also some subsidy in 2018 toward 
the purchase of specialised material.

Project Partner(s): Commissariat Régional au Développement Agricole de Gabés (CRDA)
(Regional representation of the Ministry of Agriculture)

Project Locations: Ouled Souissi (Delegation Menzel Habib, Governorate Gabés)

Project Budget 2018 46 000 € 

Outlook 2018: The Community project will start in March 2018. We aim to:
- Organisie the community into a development association
- Train the women and help them start a self-sustainable income generating activity (farm 
poultry)
- Dig a well and assist the farmers into new irrigation practices and technology, expanded 
areas of orchards, and possibly introduction of new species.
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2.2 Disability Sector 

ACT, through the activities planned and carried out in the Disability Sector, aims at promoting an inclusive 
society which will recognize and foster the dignity of people with special needs. We seek to do that with 
activities that empower them and their communities in partnerships with local associations with whom we 
share our goals and hopes.

In 2017 the Disability Sector reached the middle stage of a three-year program funded by SIDA (the 
Swedish International Development Agency) and started a one-year training program funded by GZB from 
Holland.

This program follows a human rights approach divided into three main areas: Professional, Education 
and Family Inclusion, Advocacy, and Capacity Building. In these areas we work towards bringing together 
different actors and stake holders in a complementary approach.

Testimonials

“One story worth sharing is a young seamstress 
who participated in the internship program 

for six months, showing her commitment 
and creativity. She succeeded in obtaining 

professional certification from the Ministry!”

“In one association in the North West we see 
the beginning of two new groups of committed 
parents, growing as individuals and in support 
their children beyond providing them with the 
basic needs. One parent from the North West 

took part in a trip to Egypt as a representative 
of the parents group. When talking about 
his child capacities, the pride in his son´s 

accomplishments is obvious.”

“Several colleagues from partner association 
in some remote interior areas expressed their 
excitement after participating in meetings for 
capacity building on institutional matters. For 

some, it was the first time they took part in such 
training. They are asking for more.”
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Beneficiaries: People with disabilities and their communities (families, extended families, government 
and non-government associations and organizations)

Projects: Professional, educational and family inclusion
• Support to existing 5 workshops in local associations for professional training and 
production
• Establishment of 10 income generating projects 
• Creation of 7 internships for people with disabilities in a professional setting
• Assisting 3 local partners in training/preparing people with special needs to obtain 
official professional certification
• Implementation of education inclusion activities reinforcing technical capacity of local 
associations with forums of discussion and exchange
• Training programmes for educators in 6 locations on special education issues
• Activities towards forming 3zsupport groups of families to increase their capacity to 
understand and support their children

Self-advocacy and Advocacy networks and systematic advocacy
• Visits for self-advocates to exchange experience in Medénine and El Kef area
• Support formation of 2 self-advocate groups in south west and north west
• Establishing a diagnostic survey of the situation of adults with special needs in the south 
(Gabès, Medénine and Matmata) for a project for their inclusion 

Capacity building
• Implementation of admin and communication activities for capacity building
• Series of 7 meetings for training, networking and exchange of experience
• Follow up activities on capacity building with regular visits

Project Partner(s): Our partners are:
• Organizations at the national level such the Ministry of Social Affairs, UTAIM (Union 
d’Aide aux Insuffisants Mentaux)
• Local associations such Association Al Amal for Autism (Medénine), ATAS Association 
d’Aide aux Sourds, Association Locale Laroussa, VIVA Karama (Sfax) to name a few
• Local trainers and advisors 

Project Locations: North West (El Kef, Jendouba, Siliana), Central zone (Kasserine), South (Sfax, Gabès and 
Medénine) and South West (Tozeur and region)

Sector Budget 2017: 140 288 TND

Donors & Supporters:  SIDA (Swedish International Development Agency), GZB

Outlook 2018: The upcoming year 2018 will be dedicated to completing some activities initiated in the 
previous two years:
• Professional inclusion activities
• Regular training sessions on technical issues
• Forming family support groups and encouraging the strengthening of groups and 
networks of self advocates
• Follow up of training on institutional capacity building
• Advocacy at the national level
We will also conduct research activities in preparation for future projects beyond 2018, 
continuing to work closely with people with special needs and their communities. 
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35 years of groundbreaking work is quite the achievement.

It was an honour to celebrate with so many who have been, and continue 
to be, so invested in ACT’s passion and vision to reach some of the most 
marginalised people in Tunisia.
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2.3 Health Sector 
2017 was a difficult year for healthcare in Tunisia, with concerns raised about working conditions and 
resources within the State system.  ACT continued to work towards the palliative care [PC] proposals in the 
National Cancer plan for 2015-19 - i.e. PC units in all hospitals, PC training to be part of the curriculum for 
medical personnel etc.

There were some advances made, and a highlight each week was time spent discussing medical articles in 
English with doctors doing the specialist part of their training.  The doctors were pleased to improve their 
English, and for us the opportunity to discuss palliative and holistic care with the medics of the future was 
a delight and a privilege.

The PC Centre in Gabès continued with minimal support from ACT.  Members of the organising committee 
arranged their own events, and two of the doctors presented lectures at the 4th Francophone International 
PC conference in Geneva.

However, opportunities to teach this year have been few, and from September changes in ward staff meant 
that ACT was no longer able to work alongside nurses in the National Cancer Hospital.  The next step in 
implementing PC in Tunisia would be to officially include it in training of medical personnel, and/or to set 
up small PC units in hospitals.  This would involve a considerable time commitment from our partners, 
which at this point they are unable to undertake given their other responsibilities. After taking advice from 
palliative care specialists in Mauritania, Sweden and Switzerland, ACT has decided to bring this project to 
a close. 

“Thank you for caring about our patients” – kind words from 
the head nurse at the health centre, as we arranged for 
another association to help with practical materials.

It’s a small change, but one in the right direction: seeing 
one nurse who, a few months earlier, had unthinkingly left 
a woman in pain and stripped naked down to her waist in 
front of a large group of doctors, now closing curtains and 
doors to consider a patient’s dignity as together we changed 
a dressing on a tumour that had grown so large it was clearly 
visible through clothing.

“I hope you will be here next year!” – comment on the 
evaluation sheet for the Medical Journal Club.
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Beneficiaries: People suffering from progressive serious illnesses and their families, nurses, doctors, 
paramedicals and social workers.

Projects: Palliative care 
• training and awareness raising, encouraging a holistic approach to healthcare, via:

Gabès ATSP Centre
• gradual decreasing support, [by phone, online, and one Centre visit] facilitating the 
organising committee members’ development of their capacity to train others and 
continue to raise awareness among the general public [two awareness raising events, 
lectures given at 4th Francophone international palliative care conference.]

National Cancer Hospital, Tunis
• weekly ward visits up to August.

English Medical Journal Club
• weekly meetings with medical staff at the National Cancer hospital in Tunis to discuss 
journal articles and present topics; 21 different participants, between 2-9 present per 
session.

Training medical staff:
• teaching session for 60 nursing students and staff at Kef Nursing Institute in January
• donations of PC and oncology medical textbooks to Kef, Gabès and Sousse nursing 
schools

Investigating homecare
• proposed pilot project with medical staff at a Health Centre in the south of Tunis – 
resulted in one meeting with key staff, frequent phone contact and 2 visits to the centre to 
talk with staff and patients about their medical needs when they are too ill to attend the 
health centre. Patients felt their more immediate need was for help with transport costs 
to attend hospital appointments.  Another local association was contacted to assist that 
health centre with this.

Project Partner(s): Tunisian association for palliative care (ATSP) 
• in Tunis and Gabès

Medical oncology section of the National Cancer Hospital, Tunis

Project Locations: Tunis, Gabès and El Kef nursing school for occasional teaching visits

Sector Budget 2017: 1 225 TND

Donors & Supporters: Funding remaining from previous year from Buurtzorg (Dutch Homecare Organization) 
and private donations

Outlook 2018: With two new medical staff in Sfax, the main activity in 2018 will be to prepare them to 
seek out a partner with whom they can work and who would like to benefit from their 
medical knowledge and availability.
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2.4 At Risk Sector 
Several groups of people in the Tunisian society are at risk and live in the margins of society. The vision of 
the At Risk Sector is to see a society where the vulnerable and marginalised are thriving and restored to 
hope and a life of dignity, inclusion and self-confidence.

In 2017 the focus was on broadening horizons. As the work with female inmates continued in three prisons, 
Kef, Jendouba and Sfax, two new projects started in the sector. Promoting a Culture of Healing Listening, 
in Gabés, a project with a vision to increase the dignity, hope and self-confidence of women, children 
and other victims of trauma, and Professional and Social Integration of Mothers Without Family Support, 
in Nabeul and Monastir, with a vision to empower mothers without family support to be self-sustained, 
autonomous and socially integrated, and to raise their children with dignity in a safe environment. A new 
partnership also began with a local association in Tunis that has a vision to bring transformation into the 
lives of broken women with a renewed look on life.

Through our work, we walk alongside women and families that have many hardships and struggles. 
Although the darkness and brokenness are tangible, glimmers of hope and new beginnings can be seen and 
felt. As women in prison said: “Training gives me new opportunity to start life again, before I couldn´t see 
a opportunity outside” and “In the beginning of the training I told the trainer that my heart was dark but 
during the training I can tell that I my heart has changed”. 

Transformation, changed hearts and changed lives, that is what we envision, not only for ourselves but for 
our partners.
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Beneficiaries: Mothers without family support, female prisoners, poor families, women victims of 

domestic violence, children and youth with social problems and those who have failed in 

the educational system. 

Projects: 1. Prison Projects 

• Training (sewing, embroidery) in the three prisons

• Receiving certificates after completing the training

2. Healing Listening Project

• Training of two psychologists to use the sandtray tool

• Using the tool in their work

• Training on listening skills 

3. Project with Mothers Without Family Support

• Planning of project proposal and budget

• Signing of partnership agreements with two associations

Project Partner(s): We work in partnership with:

• Ministry of Social Affairs

• Ministry of Justice and Ministry of Women through local civil prisons in Sfax, El Kef and 

Jendouba

• Two associations working with mothers

• Centre de Défense et D’Integration Sociale

• Bright Women’s Association Today  

Project Locations: Sfax, El Kef, Jendouba, Monastir, Nabeul and Gabès

Sector Budget 2017: 41 012 TND

Donors & Supporters: Tracy Fehr Funds and Fundraising Event, HfB, private donations, other organizations

Outlook 2018: Continue the new projects that have started. Plan a new prison project, the current one 

ends in 2018. Deepen relationships with our partners. 
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3.   Financial Statements

The year 2017 was a transition year for ACT as an International NGO and the Board decided to split the 
finances between the ACT Head Office - Sweden and ACT Country Office - Tunisia, as of January 1st, 2017. 
The following tables present the financial statements, one for ACT Sweden and one for ACT Tunisia.
These figures have been audited by a qualified Tunisian auditor as well as a Swedish auditor (for Swedish 
accounts) and approved for publication as they are free of any material misstatement and in accordance 
with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles.

ACT Sweden - Balance Sheet 2017

Summary figures, rounded to nearest SEK Exchange Rate SEK-EUR 0.1

As of 

31/12/2017
As of 

31/12/2017

EUR SEK

ASSETS  

FIXED ASSETS

Intangible Assets 0 0

Tangible Assets 0 0

Financial Assets 0 0

TOTAL FIXED ASSETS 0 0

CURRENT ASSETS

Inventories 0 0

Current Receivables

Accounts Receivable 194 1.937

Other Receivables 4.738 47.380

Prepaid Expenses and Accrued Income 50 499

Total Current Receivables 4.982 49.816

Investments

Cash and Bank Balances 70.525 705.255

TOTAL  CURRENT ASSETS 75.507 755.071

TOTAL  ASSETS 75.507 755.071
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CURRENT LIABILITIES

Accrued Expenses 42 420

TOTAL  CURRENT LIABILITIES 42 420

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 75.507 755.071 

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES  

EQUITY

Restricted Equity

International Dev Equity 3.776 37.760

At Risk Equity 19.603 196.029 

Disability Equity 24.264 242.642

Health Equity 20.399 203.993 

Rural Development Equity 8.474 84.744

Capacity Building Equity 1.965 19.651

New Project funds Tunisia Equity 15.945 159.451

Total Restricted Equity 94.427 944.271

Non-Restricted Equity

Opening Balance Equity 10 100

Profit/Loss for the Year (18.972) (189.721)

Total Non-Restricted Equity (18.962) (189.621)

TOTAL  EQUITY 75.465 754.651 
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Income

Membership Fees 19.454 194.538

Project Income 81.379 813.786

Conferences 9.720 97.201

Total Income 110.552 1 105.525

Expenses

Project Costs 25.452 254.517

ACT Celebration 8.198 81.975

Contributions to Tunisia 38.208 382.078

Other Expenses 3.732 37.322

Total Expenses 75.589 755.893

Total Expenses 2.751 27.514

TOTAL PROFIT (LOSS) ACT TUNISIA 34.963 349.632

Other Income/Expense (52.195) (521.947)

NET PROFIT (LOSS) ACT TUNISIA (17.231) (172.315)

NET PROFIT (LOSS) ACT SWEDEN AND 
TUNISIA

(18.972) (189.721)

ACT TUNISIA

ACT Sweden - Income and Expenditure 2017

Summary figures, rounded to nearest SEK Exchange Rate SEK-EUR 0.1

Period reported 01 Jan to

As of  31/12/2017 As of  31/12/2017

EUR SEK

ACT SWEDEN

Income

Contributions from Organizations 44 445

Membership Fees 908 9.076

Other Income 59 587

Total Income 1.011 10.108

Expenses

Administrative Costs 357 3.569

Governance Costs 435 4.350

International Conferences 190 1.904

Gifts to Organizations 79 786

Financial Costs 1.691 16.905

Total Expenses 2.751 27.514

TOTAL PROFIT (LOSS) ACT SWEDEN (1.741) (17.406)
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ACT Tunisia - Balance Sheet 2017

Summary figures, rounded to nearest TND  Exchange Rate TND-EUR 0.3

As at 31/12/2017 As at 31/12/2016
EUR TND TND

Assets

Current Assets

Cash in Hand and at Bank 27.257 90.858 92.885

Accounts Receivable 1.843 6.143 4.870

Prepayments and other current assests 68.429 228.098 110.937

Other Debtors 1.871 6.237 2.420 

TOTAL  CURRENT ASSETS 99.400 331.336 211.112

Non-Current Assets (Net) 19.158 63.861 69.154

Total Assets 118.558 395.197 280.265

LIABILITIES

Creditors

Accounts Payable 1.024 3.414 2.541

Other Creditors 7.252 24.173 4.873

TOTAL CURRENT  LIABILITIES 8.276 27.587 7.414

NET ASSETS 109.137 363.793 272.851

Equity

Unrestricted Equity 22.654 75.514 60.915

Restricted

At Risk equity funds 13.449 44.829 16.145

People Special Needs equity funds 6.592 21.972 1.009

Sida - People Special Needs 12.471 41.571 26.965

Health equity funds 18.735 62.450 59.198

Rural Development equity funds 5.882 19.607 18.952 

57.129 190.429 122.268

Reserves 7.695 25.650 25.650

Special Reserve 11.443 38.143 45.960

Retained Earnings 5.417 18.058 3.590

Net income for the year 5.945 19.817 14.469

Equity Total 110.282 367.611 272.851

Total Equity & Liabilities 118.558 395.197 280.265
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The loss for ACT Sweden is covered by the International Development Equity fund balance from 2016 in the 
amount of 37 760 SEK.

The loss for ACT Tunisia is covered by the different equity balances for ACT Tunisia projects
from 2016 for a total amount of 384 563 SEK.

These balances were part of the beginning equity carried over from 2016 for a total amount of 422 323 
SEK.

ACT Tunisia - Income and Expenditure 2017

Summary figures, rounded to nearest TND  Exchange Rate TND-EUR 0.3

Period reported 01 Jan to

31/12/2017 31/12/2017 31/12/2016
EUR TND TND

Contribution from Organisations 83.457 278.189 223.659

Membership fees 14.775 49.250 46.450

Other social assistance 21.228 70.761 22.631

Total Income 119.460 398.200 292.740

Cost of Projects 48.434 161.446 112.213

Administrative costs 14.334 47.781 53.993

Travel Expenses (central costs & project) 11.039 36.796 25.377

Salary (local support & project staff) 13.722 45.741 29.373

Governance costs 0 0 3.320

Depreciation and amortization 3.583 11.943 8.550

Other operating expenses 15.167 50.556 12.406

Total ordinary expenses 106.279 354.263 245.233

Income less ordinary Expenses 13.181 43.937 47.507

Net financial expenses (900) (3.000) (7.006)

Other operating income (6.336) (21.119) (26.032)

Other operating losses 0 0 0

Contributions Less other expenses 5.945 19.817 14.469

Income tax 0 0 0

Net contributions over expenses 5.945 19.817 14.469
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Donors and Supporters: Thank You!

The work ACT has undertaken in 2017 was only made possible thanks to the ongoing support, trust and 
commitment of our many partners, donors, friends and staff of ACT! For your involvement, whatever it may 
have been, we wish to express our utmost gratitude.

Your partnership with us and your generosity is making it possible for the life changing work ACT is 
involved in to continue and to grow. New projects are able to take shape, reaching even further than those 
before. 

“Your giving and support, even though you may not experience the benefits first hand, allow us to be here 
and to best serve the people surrounding us,” says one ACT staff member. 

 We are honoured to have such dedicated team members from all over the globe working together to seek 
to make a difference in peoples’ lives, something we feel strongly we are called to do. 

We look forward to continuing this journey with you, exploring the next chapter of the story.
Thank you for standing so faithfully by our side!

If you would like to support ACT with a donation, please make a bank transfer to our account in Sweden:

Bank:   Länsförsäkringar Bank, Drottninggatan 4, 701 10 Örebro, Sweden 
   (or Box 234, 701 44 Örebro Sweden)
Account Holder: Association for Cooperation and Transformation
Clearing No:  9024
Account No:  2262351
IBAN:   SE20 9020 0000 0902 4226 2351
BIC/SWIFT code: ELLFSESS
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CONTACT
Association for Cooperation and Transformation

Head Office Sweden: 
Box 1327, 701 13 Örebro       Web: www.actdev.org
Sweden

Country Offices Tunisia: 

Office Tunis    Postal Address:   E-mail: tunis@actdev.org 
3, Rue Descartes, El Omrane  BP 145, 1080 Tunis, CEDEX,  Phone: +216 71849266
1005 Tunis, Tunisia   Tunisia     

Office Kef    Office Sfax    Office Gabes
Espace Zoghlami,    6, Rue Ezzahra El Bousten  238, Cite El Manara,
3eme étage, bureau 6    Sfax, Tunisia 3099   6011 GABES
BP 62, El Kef 7100   
Phone:  +216 78 224 920
E-mail:  elkef@actdev.org 

ACT is registered in Sweden and Tunisia (visa 27, Ministry of the Interior, 

15/1/88). ACT works under the financial and technical agreement 

between the Tunisian and Swedish Governments of 12th May 1973.


